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From the Editor’s Keyboard…
Commemorating our Guru – Mr. K.P. Bhaskar
1 July 1925 - 17 April 2013

A Life Dedicated to Service to the Arts
This issue was meant to commemorate 60 years of Bhaskar’s Arts
Academy. However, just as we were going to press came the sad news
of the passing of our beloved and revered Guru, Mr. K.P. Bhaskar. His
loss brings immense grief to so many people whose lives he has touched
– the many generations of students who were fortunate to have studied
Dance under his guidance, teachers and staff of the great institution
that he built along with his wife, his contemporaries in the world of
Dance, members of the arts community in Singapore and so many more
sections of society. In his passing, Singapore has lost a pioneering force
and visionary in the field of arts.
A young and dynamic Mr. Bhaskar arrived in Singapore in 1952 and
began teaching Dance almost immediately; he was later joined by his
young bride, Santha. Together they toiled to nurture generations of
artists and contributed determinedly to the arts scene of Singapore.

Till the very end, Mr. Bhaskar involved himself actively in the
management and activities of his brainchild, Bhaskar’s Arts Academy.
So many journeys are interwoven with the story of this organisation,
perhaps the oldest Indian arts institution in Singapore. It has withstood
the challenges of time and space to become one of the leading Indian
performing arts centres in Singapore. Indeed, its story is enmeshed in
the fabric of Singapore’s history.
This issue contains in-depth interviews with Mr. and Mrs. Bhaskar, the
founders of Nrityalaya Aesthetics Society and Bhaskar’s Arts Academy.
These two precious jewels in the artistic landscape of Singapore spoke
to me with total candour on their journeys – before Singapore, their six
decades here and their thoughts on the future. We are so very fortunate
to have these interviews recorded and transcribed. A week before his
passing, Mr. Bhaskar went through the final draft of this issue, indicated
that he was “very happy” with the outcome and gave us the go-ahead
to print. I am, therefore, leaving the other pages of the issue just as they
were - a commemoration of sixty years of service to the arts. It is a story
of passion, foresight and grit that began with one man’s deep love for
Dance. Through the decades, Mr. and Mrs. Bhaskar drew people from
all walks of life and generations of art lovers into their orbit.
It was 42 years ago that Uncle taught me my first dance steps. Even at
that stage of my journey, I saw him as a friend and enjoyed his sense of
humour and highly animated dance demonstrations. I always admired
his vision, deep dedication and ability to see immense possibility in
every situation. Through Aunty, I learnt so many valuable lessons both
in my artistic and personal life. Above everything, she instilled in me
love for the arts and the sense of freedom to explore and create. Gurus
in the deepest sense of the term, I have basked in their love, protection
and care. I know I am blessed. And so are the many others who have
been touched by Uncle and Aunty’s passion and commitment to the
arts as well as their genuine love and affection for their students and
colleagues.
In this issue, six unique individuals provide glimpses of how their lives
have intersected with Bhaskar’s Arts and what this has meant to them.
Usharani Maniam, Som Said, Bhanumathi Krishnan, Mrina Avadhani,
Meenakshy Bhaskar and Ambujah Thiru – their stories are delightful
and distinct; and yet, there is an underlying thread that runs through
them all. It is that sense of lives having been enriched and elevated by
two extraordinary individuals.
On behalf of all of us that form the extended family - the readership
of AESTHETICS, Nrityalaya Aesthetics Society and Bhaskar’s Arts
Academy – I offer heartfelt condolences and sympathies to Aunty,
Mohan, Ram, Meena and the family.

“In another 60 years time I think
the Indian arts and culture scene here will
grow even more. I think maybe 10 times more
than what is happening now.
I feel that. I am hopeful and confident.”
… Mr. K.P. Bhaskar (2 Aug 2012)
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I hope that you cherish this issue - a moment for quiet contemplation
and celebration. In the way that he lived his life, Uncle has shown us
the meaning of love, loyalty, dedication and vision. It is now time for
each of us to gradually find the strength and courage to transcend
this painful moment and to hold Mr. Bhaskar’s vision up high. To
quote Meenakshy Bhaskar, “We shall not mourn his loss, rather we
shall celebrate his life and his unrelenting undertaking to propagate
the Arts. Through our Music & Dance, he shall live on!” That is the
greatest tribute one can offer this rare individual who dedicated his life
to serving the arts. He will remain a legend, etched for eternity in the
history of Singapore.
May his soul rest in eternal peace.

Nirmala Seshadri
20th April 2013

Photo credit: Gabbie Bhaskar
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The Emergence and Growth Nrityalaya Aesthetics Society and
Bhaskar’s Arts Academy

Nrityalaya Aesthetics Society and Bhaskar’s Arts Academy, leading arts organisations in Singapore, have
just crossed the 60th year milestone. The sister organisations, founded by Mr. K.P. Bhaskar in India in the
late 1940s, were formerly known as Bhaskar’s Academy of Dance. In 1952, he established the institution in
Singapore and was later joined by his wife, Santha Bhaskar, also a dancer.
The organisation began by training students for dance performances in Singapore and Malaysia. It was
officially registered as Nrityalaya Aesthetics Society, a non-profit society, in 1987. Today students of the Society
present music and dance performances and courses all over the world. Branches of the institution have also
been opened in USA, Australia, Malaysia and Germany.
From its beginnings as an institute that taught Bharatanatyam, the Society now offers a gamut of activities
- classes, performances and lectures in Bharatanatyam, Kuchipudi, Kathak, Mohini Attam, Carnatic and
Hindustani vocal, veena, flute, violin, mridangam, harmonium, sitar, tabla, western music (including classical),
Spanish and pop guitar, and keyboards. Today, the Society is also involved in Indian Art (O & A Levels), stress
management, yoga and meditation. It holds an annual drama festival as well as monthly seminars on Indian
literature. Teacher training and nattuvangam classes are also offered. The Society also publishes a quarterly
magazine called Aesthetics.
Since its inception, Nrityalaya Aesthetics Society has been involved in cross-cultural and experimental dance
performances. It made headlines in the 1960s with its Indian classical dance drama version of the story of Liang
Siang Pow and Chu Ing Tai. It has also collaborated and offered advice on cross-cultural projects to various
art organisations including the Practice Performing Arts School, Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts, Centre for
the Arts (at the National University of Singapore) and LASALLE College of the Arts. More recent projects
include experimentation in blending western choral traditions with Carnatic music and collaboratins with
Theatreworks on Trojan Women and with William Teo on his rendition of the Mahabharata.
An active participant of the National Arts Council’s Arts in Education Programme for schools, Nrityalaya
Aesthetics Society has been committed to nurturing and promoting Singapore-based Indian talent in the arts.
The Society’s philosophy centres on combining training with performance opportunities so that emerging
artistes are put to the test and encouraged to develop their talents.
If Nrityalaya has teaching and research at its core, Bhaskar’s Arts Academy exists at the forefront of Indian
performing arts in Singapore in its current set-up. Committed to the high sophistication of traditional dance
theatre and the innovative spirit of cross-cultural productions alike, it carries the distinction of being the only
Indian arts group in Singapore supported by the National Arts Council’s Annual Grant Scheme.
Among its many ventures, it now boasts of its own Kathakali troupe, the only one of its kind in the world
outside India. It also runs a gallery dedicated to Indian visual arts.

President of India
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Glimpses of a Distant Past

Garlanding poet Vallathol
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Singapore Prime Minister
Lee Kuan Yew

Malcolm McDonald

President of India
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Raj Kapoor
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President of Singapore
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Prince & Princess of Cambodia
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Glimpses of a Distant Past
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Kavi Yogi Sudhananda Bharathiyar
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Glimpses of a Distant Past
Sakakibara of Japan

Minister Dhanabalan
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Glimpses of a Distant Past
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Guru Gopinath

Kavalam
Narayana
Panicker

Photographs courtesy Nrityalaya Aesthetics Society
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In Conversation with Nirmala Seshadri

Mr. K.P. Bhaskar

60 years of Bhaskar’s Arts Academy
Looking Back...and Forward
July 18, 2012
Nirmala Seshadri (N.S): Uncle, (As Mr. Bhaskar is
affectionately addressed by his students and many others
in the arts community), what are your feelings at this
moment now that Bhaskar’s Arts is 60 years old?
K.P. Bhaskar (K.P.B): I think we have done quite well
and we have done our best. We started as a one-man
show in 1952. In 1955, Santha started helping me and
then, of course, she did a lot for our growth, artistically.
After she came, I used to go out and do the business side
of it; she was there to take care of the classes and all. So
that’s how we grew together. I kept on teaching also until
about ten years ago.
N.S: You were my first Guru!
K.P.B: I know, I know. (laughter)
You know what happened… I didn’t know my wife was
so young when we were married. She was very young
and some of the students were older than her. For matter
of convenience, I gave all the big girls to her and I used
to teach the young children. We are performers, but more
than that, we are educators. Teaching is our profession.
Those who come to learn are girls, so if our reputation
is not good, then our institution won’t survive. So I was
very strict about the moral side of it. That’s why I went to
India and quickly got married. It worked very well and
she was also a very intelligent person. Both her teachers
were my very good friends.
When I went to India to get married, we had a common
relative who was a mridangam player, Mavelikkara
Krishnan Kutty. Everybody including the royal family
respected him very much. He arranged the meeting. My
brother also came to Trivandrum. The first one was [in]
Santha’s house. I didn’t know who it was. When we went
there, the mother told us, “Why don’t you come in the
morning? We can arrange the teacher to come so that she
can show some dance items also. So we said. “Okay, we’ll
come.” Next morning, when we went there, the teacher
was my good friend also, you know.
N.S: So, were you very keen to marry a dancer?
K.P.B: Of course, of course, I wanted only a dancer. He
made her dance a few items. He’s a very talented man.
After a few items he just called me out of the area and
told me, “Hey, you are looking for a beauty or a good
dancer?” I said, “I’m looking for a good dancer.” He
said, “Then, you don’t have to go anywhere else. Take
this one. She is very good. Just show her something and
immediately she will pick up. Just stick to this one.” I
took his word. His name was Ramunni Panicker.
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N.S: Being so much younger than you, do you think
Aunty seemed frightened of you?
K.P.B: No, I don’t think. But she was innocent. Probably
she may have been frightened. Anyhow, I was not
fighting or anything. Of course, we had differences of
opinion, but we never had any major conflict. All through
our life.
N.S: If you take Bhaskars, it’s been so many years, from
1952. How do you feel? Because I don’t think any other
arts institution here is that old.
K.P.B: When I came there was no other institution. Then,
I started teaching in two places. I was actually going to
Australia. You see, while in Ceylon, I was performing.
Sometimes I used to teach here and there. There was
a great personality called K.P. Kesava Menon. He was
the Indian High Commissioner in Ceylon. He was in
Singapore during wartime, a practising lawyer and a
leader of the community and all. He used to invite me at
least once a week. I also knew some Malayalam literature,
so he liked me. We used to talk about Malayalam
literature and all that. While talking I told him I knew
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Ottanthullal, a Kerala art form. He said, “Ah, I must
see that.” So he organised an Ottanthullal performance
for me. At that time in Ceylon, communism was very
popular, and Malayalis also were very communist
in thinking. All the Malayali toddy tappers were
communists. They used to call me ‘friend’. They gave
me a book written by a communist poet about how
rich people treated the workers and things like that. I
learnt it and performed it in Otthanthullal. So I got a
lot of performances in Ceylon, you see. From there, one
group from Australia was going to Germany. The Ceylon
Communist Party gave them a reception. After dinner,
they wanted me to dance. After the performance, the
leader came to me, one lady Mrs. Walker and she hugged
me and said, “Hey, you must come to Australia.” I was
looking for a chance to go anywhere. I thought maybe
only for hypocrisy they were saying that but after a
month or two they went to Germany and returned, and
I got the letter asking when I was going. So I told Kesava
Menon that I was going to Australia. He told me, “When
you go to Australia you have to pass through Singapore. I
was in Singapore during wartime. My brother is there. I’ll
ask him to organise something for you.” So when I came
here I had about 45 girls [girl students]. Mostly Ceylonese
and Indian girls.
N.S: How long did it take to start the classes?
K.P.B: Immediately I started. They had already arranged
it. So two times a week I taught at the Ceylon Tamil
Association in a building near Cathay (now it’s all
demolished) and two times in the Kamala club. So there
were two groups.
N.S: But you didn’t know you were going to stay here
for so long?
K.P.B: No, I didn’t know. This was only short term.
N.S: So how long were you planning to stay?
K.P.B: I thought about two months and then I charged
each girl about $100 at that time. That’s good money, no?
And they were very happy to pay. Of course, it was an
intensive course. Each class was for a few hours. Within a
month they started performing. Instead of concentrating
on too many steps, I concentrated on items also. So they
were very happy, you see. And I even took some of them
to Kuala Lumpur, Johor Bahru, Seremban and performed
there. Later what happened was that the C.I.D (Criminal
Investigation Department) called me. The Special Branch.
I was frightened. I thought, “I’ll be in jail tomorrow.”
So I went to see the Chief, one Mr. Corrindon. He was
in the Special Branch, saw to political things. So I went
there and I had a good reception. I thought when I went
there he was going to give me a slap and ask questions. I
thought I did something wrong. But he was offering tea,
asking me to sit down and all. Later I came to know he
was the husband of Clara Corrindon who was running a
dance school at number 13 Scotts Road. When I arrived
in Singapore, Straits Times gave me a lot of publicity. So
Mrs. Corrindon called me and asked me, “Can you come
and teach some of my dancers here?” That area was full
of Europeans, you know. Those days. So I used to go
there and teach them. They were very happy and she was
paying me some money. But I did not know that she was
his wife. Then, he was asking me questions, “How are
your classes?” and this and that. I was wondering how
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this man knew all that. Then he asked, “Don’t you know
my wife, Clara?” Then I knew why he gave me so much
affection, you know. He said, “You have an invitation
to go to Australia.” I said, “Yes.” He said, “It’s no good.”
Your friend there, Mrs. Walker, is in jail now for being a
communist. At that time communism was also banned
there in Australia. So the Australian police wrote to the
Singapore police because they saw my letters. That’s
how he knew. I asked him his advice. He said, “Don’t go
now. They cannot do anything to you because you did
not do anything wrong, but they can tell you to go back.
You cannot do any work there, so there’s no point. He
advised me, “You are already popular here, you have a
lot of students. Why don’t you stay here for some time?”
I listened to him and that’s how I’m here, you know. I
couldn’t go, I had already started here and so I continued.
More students started coming and it was just enough for
my maintenance.
N.S: But did you think you would be here for so many
years?
K.P.B: I never thought.
N.S: What did you have in your mind in terms of the
future? What was your vision?
K.P.B: At that time I was only worried about immediate
existence. Until about 1955 when I got the interest to get
married. So I got married and then my wife came. And
then I thought I could expand. When my wife also came
I needed a house. Otherwise I was living in a room as
a bachelor. So I had to rent a decent house. And then
I thought that house could also be used for classes. So
life became more expensive and I needed more income.
At that time the Singapore income was not enough, so
slowly I went to Johor. Even earlier I had established a
class in Johor. Once a week I used to go and come back.
Then because my wife was able to take over my classes
here, I would go to Kluang, about 90 miles away. Later
somebody from Malaca came so I used to travel there.
Then some people from Penang came. At that time there
were no classes there. They were all interested to have
some classes. Some gentleman from Penang came to see
me and asked me, “Can you establish a class in Penang?”
So I thought at least let me try.
N.S: You were always game to try…
K.P.B: Yes, I thought why not. They already had a few
students but that wasn’t enough. I spent some money and
advertised in the cinemas. That time movie was popular,
so more students started coming. One family offered their
sitting room for the classes. I used to go once a week. I
used to drive. That was not enough. I established a class
in Alor Star, a few miles away. And Ipoh. And then
Taiping. Every week, I would go there, usually Saturday
and Sunday, and then come back. Aunty was looking
after the Singapore classes. Johor and Kluang we used to
go together. Like that it was getting on.
And then I thought I should not travel every week. So I
brought a man from India. I wrote to a friend of mine.
But the letter did not go to him. Somebody else found it
and wrote to me saying that man was not there but he
could come. So I said, “Okay if you are willing to come,
come.” I put him in Penang, bought a second hand car
here, told him to learn driving and he used it to teach in
various towns. It was going on for a year or two. Then,
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he started misusing that opportunity, taking some girls
out and things like that. So some parents called me
from Penang and told me that man was not like me.
He was immoral. Then I thought I’d better close the
classes. By that time the classes picked up here. I started
concentrating on classes here. Of course we were still
going to Johor and Kluang.
N.S: When did you start to realise that there was a
future, that this was something that would grow and
that you probably would be here for a long time?
K.P.B: I had to make a living. When Santha came, we
had to have a proper house. Then children came. So
expenses started increasing. Of course our income was
also increasing. I was not able to save any money or
anything and my wife also was not that type craving for
money. We never thought of saving money those days,
it was just existence. Hand to mouth. But we went on
with our classes and performances. Always for shows
you lose because of the theatre cost and all, but for
classes you make money. But classes develop because of
performances. So you cannot say, “No, I don’t want to
perform.” We bought a housing board flat much later,
about 20 years later, a 5-room flat in Ang Mo Kio. And
then slowly we thought of saving for our future. We
bought the flat where we are living now and another flat.
N.S: When you look back, did you ever think you
would be celebrating 60 years?
K.P.B: I never thought I would stay here for 60 years.
N.S: Did you ever imagine the institution would
become like this?
K.P.B: No, no, no… the institution actually grew slowly.
After two of us, then we had to engage an extra person
for teaching and then another person for singing. Now
we have three teachers for singing, violin, veena and
drum. Without mridangam you cannot have music or
dance, so drum was important. It was a very gradual
development. We never expected this. But it happened
and we are happy. And looking back we feel we have
done something good. Something evolved out of I don’t
know from where. And there is something good we can
always be proud of.
N.S: Yes, definitely. The artistic journey is a very tough
one. How have you managed to stay in it for so long and
stay so firm?
K.P.B: Because we did not have any unnecessary
expenses, you know. I don’t spend money on liquor or
other vices. And my wife is very prudent you know. She
does not look for jewellery, luxuries or anything like that.
So there’s no such problem.
N.S: But you stayed so focussed and dedicated to the
art. How did you manage that?
K.P.B: This was because I thought as a human being I
am duty bound to do something, because I took up this
profession and went through a lot of problems in my
younger days. My father was against it. Those days in
India, people of this profession, dance, music and all their morals were very bad. That was one thing my father
didn’t like about this profession. Secondly he thought
this was not a profession that could bring in enough
income to sustain my future. So that’s why he was very
much against [it]. So he did his level best to stop me
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from this. Then he finally he knew he could not stop
me. I was determined. He wanted me to do at least one
degree and then do this. That was not possible because
one degree means I would be at least 20 or 22 years old
when I graduate. You cannot learn dance after that. So
one year before the school final, I didn’t write the exam.
Afterwards I told my father I didn’t write the exams.
He said, “Is it? Never mind, you can write it next year.”
Because he thought if he got angry, I might run away.
Once I ran away to become a Sanyasi, you know. I was in
second form or something like that. I used to see Sanyasis
coming and going. My father also used to entertain
them. Any Sanyasi coming, he would bring them home,
feed them, listen to their talk, arrange their talk. Also he
would arrange Sapta Yagam, seven days of yaga (special
sacrificial ceremony). My father was a religious sort of man.
He was a businessman in addition to being a farmer. He
wanted to invest money in charity also, so he established
a free high school, two houses away from my house. It’s
still running. He has already made a trust and put some
money there and few acres of coconut farm and paddy
fields as income for that.
N.S: So that means he really believed in going to school,
studying and all of that?
K.P.B: Ya, if anybody in my area could not pay the fees
they would go to my father. Immediately he would
help them. He has also established a library and also a
childcare home. This is still going on.
N.S: Was your father able to see and accept that you had
developed a base here?
K.P.B: I went home every year. Kept on writing to him
and all.
N.S: He must have been happy and proud.
K.P.B: Yes happy and he knew I owned a car. When
he found that I wouldn’t change my mind, he told my
brother, “Take him to the Guru, Guru Gopinath,” with
whom I already made a correspondence. As if it was my
father writing, I wrote a letter saying that my son wanted
to come and study, giving my neighbour’s address.
So my brother took me and left me there. That time it
was a royal school run by the Travancore King himself.
Everything was funded. Teachers were paid and they had
a bungalow there, there was a small theatre where two
hundred people could sit, a right hand side hostel for the
girls and left hand side for boys. About ten rooms each,
you know. Every room with bathroom attached, in those
days. It was very modern. It was not government money.
It was the King’s own money. The King was very rich.
N.S: Actually, would you say that on the Indian side, art
really suffered when the Maharaja system of patronage
declined? Because the government is not really helpful.
K.P.B: I should say that. They were all helping. With the
government in India there is corruption and all those
things going on, you know. When the Kings were there,
they directly helped all the artists. Once my Guru was
performing for the King who said, “Why don’t you start a
school?” My Guru said, “Oh yes, I will do that sir.” “Ah,
okay,” he said and arranged things for him.
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N.S: How many years did you spend learning there?
K.P.B: I spent two and half years. Then something
happened. The King had some problem with my Guru.
Without telling [anyone] my Guru ran [away]. He didn’t
want to have a misunderstanding and stay there. He
took his daughter for Annaprasna (first rice) ceremony to
Mookambika temple. Occasionally some guests would
come for the King – Europeans, Americans or some other
Kings. After dinner, there would be a performance there.
This was a regular thing. So we all would go there to help
Guru or participate also. So when some such guests came,
Guru was not there. There was a senior dancer who went
and performed for this guest. After that performance, the
King’s mother asked what was happening. He gave her
a lot of wrong information about Guru. When the Guru
came back the palace superintendent called him and told
him the palace wanted to place restrictions on him. There
was a performance somewhere in North India for him.
He told all the students he was going for the performance
and asked us all to go home. When he came back he
would write to us and then we should come back. So we
all went home. One week, no letter, two weeks no letter,
three weeks also. I was frightened. What was happening?
Already my father started grumbling. I went there to see.
This fellow, the traitor, was there. He told me that Guru
was not coming and that they told him to take over. “So
I’m going to be the next teacher. You go and bring your
things and we’ll start immediately. Go… and come.”
I didn’t want to displease him so I just said, “Okay I’ll go
home and bring my things and all.” But I decided I would
never learn from him because he was my Guru’s drohi,
a traitor. So I went back. Instead of going back, I went to
some other Gurus there. I stayed with them and studied.
There were restrictions of food because they were all very
poor people. My father would help by giving one big
sack full of rice. They were very happy because rice was
not available at all, you know. There were rations and
later restrictions of taking it from one village to another.
So I invited one Guru to come and stay at my house.
Next to my house one of my cousin’s houses was vacant.
So we would be teaching there the whole day, come
home for food and then go and practice. I was doing it
like that until one day there was an advertisement in the
newspaper- Uday Shankar was looking for dancers for
his film Kalpana. I took my Guru’s blessings and went
to Madras. I went and met Uday Shankar at his office at
Gemini Studios. He liked me and asked me to show some
movements. He was happy and asked me to join. So it
was decided and we started practising.
N.S: Uncle, we were talking about patronage, about
India - royal patronage versus government support.
How about Singapore? How has your journey, work
and building up this institution here been aligned with
the Singapore government?
K.P.B: You see, once upon a time, at the beginning of this
government, they never had any idea of cultural activities
or anything like that. Even the British government before
this, had an art festival here in Singapore. One university
dean was in charge. In the 50s. We were invited to
participate and we went to perform. Of course, there was
not much money but it was the prestige. Later, when the
Singapore government took over, there was a Minister of
Culture.
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N.S: From the start?
K.P.B: Yes, from the start. The Minister of Culture was
one of Mr. Lee Kuan Yew’s associates and friends,
Mr. Rajaratnam. He liked me very much and was like
a patron for me and used to ask for my advice. At that
time they never spent much money for art. When the
government took over, they used to have performances
for the masses at the City Hall steps. There would
be performances, people would come and then the
government would speak their political ideas and what
they were going to do for the people, you see.
N.S: So politics and art were quite closely linked even
then…
K.P.B: Ya. Then they even started something called
Aneka Ragam Rakyat, a mixed concert, to be held in the
kampungs (villages). And then there would be multiracial
performances - Malay dance, Chinese dance, Indian
dance and a Western item also. Those days, for one item
they paid $30. The government was spending very little. I
think they spent only $300 for the whole show, including
building the stage. Once Mr. Rajaratnam announced it in
Parliament, because the Opposition was screaming that
they were spending money. Of course, the concert was an
opportunity for them to explain their programmes, you
see.
N.S: So to draw the crowds they used art?
K.P.B: Yes, and then people would come, then some
politician, a Minister or someone would come and say
what they wanted. This was going on. Then, they all
had recorded music. At that time, recorded music was
not popular with us. So my wife would sing, some
students would perform and I would also play the drum
or something like that. And we would have one or two
musicians. So this money was not even enough to take a
taxi and come. So I would drive them, you know. There
was a Cultural Officer at that time who felt pity and gave
me two items so that he could give me $60. It’s a fact,
you know. Because it was to propagate culture also, we
thought it was our duty to help the government. And
then, of course, Mr. Rajaratnam would ask for my ideas.
Later when he became the Foreign Minister, Mr. Ong
Teng Cheong, was the Culture Minister. He used to invite
me for lunch and ask me for ideas. (This was around the
early ‘70s) He was very good, you know. We also felt we
were doing something good for the country. And this
arts housing scheme was my idea. In Singapore people
were living in Housing Board flats. But, of course, it was
not like in other countries where people were living in
attap (thatch) houses. But the thing is, dancers, especially,
cannot practise. You know, in the Housing Board flats, if
you hit and do the steps, the people downstairs will come
and complain. So what people need is space to practise.
Give cultural groups space to practise; it’s not that you
need to give them too much money. This was the idea
I told them many times and then slowly they started
doing this. One by one they started. Now there’s lot of
arts housing. That’s why Singapore became quite good.
Space to work is more important than money. They gave
Victoria Theatre Memorial Hall to the SSO (Singapore
Symphony Orchestra). Later they gave that big place, the
Conference Hall, to the Chinese Orchestra. And then, this
place (Stamford Arts Centre) was given to me personally.
At that time there was no Singapore Arts Council. There
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was the Ministry of Culture. The Cultural Officer there,
Mr. Leen Kim Swee, called me and said, “Eh, you had
been complaining about a space. Now in Waterloo Street
there’s an old school. Go and see. If you think it’s okay
you can take it.” It was a nice building but of course, an
old building. Then I went and told them that it’s a big
building and I cannot use the whole thing. They said I
could invite other friends. So I invited all these Chinese
and Indian groups. At that time, they told me to just take
the rooms and pay some very small amount. But I would
have to renovate it myself. This was in the late ‘80s. We
called some contractors and found it would cost around
$200,000 for the outside painting and renovation. So we
decided each room would cost $8,000. At that time $8,000
was quite big money, you know. So that’s why I could
not take more than this. I took only three rooms. And
then, when I went to the Ministry of Culture to do the
signing I realised that Kuo Pao Kun was offered this place
but he refused to take it.
N.S: But Pao Kun’s group is here…
K.P.B: Later, when this was running, (they also said I
could renovate a portion of it first. The Ministry was
very kind, I should say) Pao Kun’s wife (Madam Goh Lay
Kuan) came around one day. She came to see us; we were
friends, you know. Then she said, “Hey, looks like a nice
place. Any more rooms?” I said, “Ya, if you want you can
take it.” That’s how they took it. So they paid that money
for renovation and took three rooms up there and one
down here. Later the NAC (National Arts Council) took
over. NAC was formed later.
N.S: Once the arts council was formed, what was your
relationship with the NAC and how did Bhaskar’s Arts
grow along with the Arts Council?
K.P.B: You know, actually, when I first came to Singapore
and when I decided to stay here, after one or two months,
we had to register something because in Singapore
it’s very necessary to register. So we registered as an
institution, Bhaskars Academy of Dance.
N.S: That’s how I learnt, from Bhaskar’s Academy of
Dance.
K.P.B: Ya, we went on like that for some time and then
when the NAC came, their policy was not to support
teaching; they only supported performances through
grants. Even now, that is their policy. So we had to split
it. We decided to separate Bhaskar’s Arts and Nrityalaya
Aesthetics Society.
N.S: But Uncle, wasn’t it first only Nrityalaya, from
Bhaskars Academy of Dance? You made it a non-profit
teaching institution?
K.P.B: Ya, Nrityalaya for teaching. Then Bhaskar’s Arts
Academy came later. When the NAC insisted it would
only give us a grant if it was a performing group, the
Dance Academy became BAA. We registered it as a
performing group, you see. Nrityalaya was the teaching
institution. If Nritayalaya arranges a performance, they
may support it but generally they give only to BAA. At
least they’re doing something. At that time there was only
one Cultural Affairs Officer. Now there are many. Have
you seen the latest list? I have it here, the latest. So many.
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N.S: We know the institution is successful and it has
come such a long way. What were some of the main
challenges that you faced over the years?
K.P.B: The main challenge is the expense of performing.
Always we lose a lot. Now what we do is Nrityalaya
every year gives some money to BAA when there is a
deficit. Performances always lose. Theatre expense is a
lot. And also we always like to help other artists. Always.
Anybody who comes to perform we help them. You
know, Ajith (Ajith Dass) from Johor? His arangetram was
done by us. And another performance also. Each time
we lose a lot of money but we don’t mind, you know.
Once we even arranged television Bala’s (V. Balakrishnan)
performance. Girish (Maalika Girish Panicker) also we
helped. Any artist who needs some help we always help –
financially or some other way. Because my wife also feels,
as artists, we have to support them. We don’t feel bad
about it. Okay we lose $5,000 or $6,000 on it. It doesn’t
matter because it’s part of life, you know. We’re also
artists. When I came I brought only $700 to Singapore. It’s
okay. So we are doing that, we feel happy. We feel that
we are doing something for art.
N.S: Do you feel that’s what happens as you grow
older, Uncle, that it becomes more about giving and
nurturing?
K.P.B: One thing is I am very happy that I have a very
good wife. That is my biggest asset. I won’t tell her.
(laughter)
N.S: Why not? You must tell her!
K.P.B: But it’s a fact.
N.S: That’s such a blessing… you both share the same
passion. The artistic pursuit.
K.P.B: Ya, ya, and then, therefore it’s easy to do things,
you see. She’s there. And she’s very good in art. Not
greedy about money also. You know, she’s like that. So
that’s one thing. And then my children are also very
helpful. I am very happy they are alright, you see. They
will look after us in our old age. They are also very proud
of us.
N.S: Looking back, you say the challenges were mainly
in the performance part of it. Are there other areas?
K.P.B: We cannot depend on government too much
because they can change their policy. Of course, so far,
so good, and the government is supporting. But if the
government doesn’t want to support, it’s okay. But one
thing, Indian parents like their children, especially their
daughters, to learn some form of art. Some music or
dance. So if this continues it’s good. So many people are
teaching here in Singapore.
N.S: Did Bhaskar’s come in before [Singapore] Indian
Fine Arts [Society]?
K.P.B: Indian Fine Arts was there as a society but not as a
teaching institution. They had some art lovers, Brahmins
mostly, who wanted to keep art alive. They organised
some performances when some artists passed through
Singapore. So they formed a society and if somebody
passed through they organised a show for them and if
there was some money, they would give them. That was
their idea. Later, after we started, they had one girl come
from India. They organised classes for her. For sometime
they had classes, then she got married and went back to
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India. And then they just left it like that. They asked me
to teach. I went there, a few students came to us. They
stopped. After sometime, they brought a dance teacher
from India and they took a house for the teacher to stay
there and teach. That’s how they started.
N.S: What do you remember as the high points? What
were the happiest moments in all the 60 years?
K.P.B: I always had a happy life, you know. Of course
though we had financial problems sometimes but they
did not stay forever. Problems came and went away. But
we are happy all the time.
N.S: But artistically, for BAA and for NAS, what
would you feel, institution-wise, are some of the high
moments that you recall?
K.P.B: When the government called and asked us
to go to Thailand for the Ramayana Festival, we felt
proud. They sometimes give us just one week. They
know that we are the only people who can do it, you
see. That time we are very very happy. So many such
occasions took place, you know. Even the ICCR (Indian
Council for Cultural Relations) invited us many times. Our
Ramayana went there for the Indian Ramayana Festival.
Of course, Ramayana is in our blood. From childhood we
learn Ramayana stories and all those things. And then
sometimes Rama is our God. We performed at Ayodhya
also, Rama’s birth place. At that time, all Sanyasis were
in the audience, you know. My god, I was SO happy!
(laughter). Aiyah! That was one of the best moments. I
was happy, you see.
N.S: Beautiful!
K.P.B: ICCR invited us several times. We were invited
to South India and Kerala many times. We went and
performed there. And then you know, I was a Kathakali
man. Slowly we built a Kathakali group also. Of course
there was a group long ago in Sembawang. Later when
the British establishment was taken, they had their
shipping and naval base taken away. Most of the dancers
were working with them. And they all went away. Then
slowly we brought some people from India. Still now,
this group is very popular in schools. I am very happy.
Because basically I am a Kathakali man.
N.S: At heart you’re a Kathakali man!
K.P.B: Of course, Bharatanatyam we learnt later. Here
you can make a living only by teaching Bharatanatyam.
N.S: But if you’re talking of performing, don’t you
think Kathakali is more exciting?
K.P.B: Yes, more exciting because of costumes and all
that. So schools are very happy. Children, they like to see
the costumes.
N.S: What is it about Kathakali that excites you so
much?
K.P.B: One thing is that from childhood I learnt Kathakali
from Guru Gopinath who modernised Kathakali.
He was one of the pioneers, like Uday Shankar, who
developed Indian dance as a performing art. Kathakali,
like Bharatanatyam and Kuchpudi, is a complete art
because of the costume, singing, music, movements and
the mudra system is very perfect. It is more detailed than
any other form of dance in India. Expert Kathakali people
can just converse with each other without using a word.
Through fingers. So that is why I liked it. And that’s why
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N.S: Uncle, one last question: you have come to the
60th- year mark. For the next 60 years, what is your
vision? What do you hope for, what do you wish for the
institution to become?
K.P.B: Of course, we must propagate the traditional
performing arts more, because we do not know how
the people’s mentality will change or not. But we must
try to propagate the tradition, you know. Because you
as a dancer know, if you know the traditional thing,
you can do whatever you want. If you do not know, no.
Your scope is very empty. See, like if you know classical
music, you can make modern music and also film music.
Because the basics are found in the traditional art forms.
So, we must do our best to keep the traditional arts going
as far as possible. That is my hope.
N.S: Do you have any other hopes and dreams? I feel
this question is important especially for the younger
generation and I really want to write down your
thoughts on this. What YOU would like the institution
to become because whoever are the people carrying it
forward, should know.
(Mr. Bhaskar chose to ponder on this question and responded to
it on August 2, 2012):
K.P.B: You see, when I came here, the British were
propagating the idea that Singapore is a cultural desert.
Actually it was not. I heard there were about 70 Chinese
wayang (opera) groups. They would go around Malaysia,
come to Singapore, like that. There were not many
Indians practising fine arts, but Indians used to come
from India, perform, make money and go. But these
people were propagating art, but for the Westerners it
was a cultural desert because there were no big orchestras
or ballet companies. For them that was art. So when the
PAP government took over, they had the Ministry of
Culture and Mr. Rajaratnam was the Minister. So they
were all working hard to change the perception. Of
course, now nobody will say it’s a cultural desert. So,
we also did our part quite well to remove this bad name
and we have spent 60 years here. For the next 60 years,
I’m sure it will go much better. We started as a one-man
show, then my wife came and it became a two-men show!
And then now we have artists and staff – about 27 people
working here. I never thought this much improvement,
this much growth would take place. So, I’m sure now,
with people like you and all our friends, it will go on
much better. In another 60 years time I think the Indian
arts and culture scene here will grow even more. I think
maybe 10 times more than what is happening now. I feel
that.
N.S: And what about the institution?
K.P.B: The institution will also grow because the Indians
like their children to learn some art form. They don’t
like to make it a profession, but they like their children
to learn some form of art, you see. So that they know
that is part of their culture and art is part of their life. So,
definitely things will move like that.
N.S: So you are hopeful?
K.P.B: I am hopeful and confident.
N.S: Thank you, Uncle!
K.P.B: Good, you are doing good work!
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In Conversation with Nirmala Seshadri

Mrs. Santha Bhaskar
60 years of Bhaskar’s Arts Academy
Looking Back...and Forward
August 2, 2012
Nirmala Seshadri (N.S.): How do you feel? It is a
landmark moment.
Santha Bhaskar (S.B.): I feel very satisfied and happy
about it – I being part of Bhaskar’s group in Singapore.
When I look back and think of what I have done, I myself
feel very surprised. Did I do all these things?
N.S: What did you expect when you landed here… was
it 1955?
S.B: I think it was April 19th 1955. I was too young to
expect anything. I never thought of who I was going to
meet… never had that thought in my mind. I was too
young to understand even a family life. So all these things
didn’t concern me. I just arrived at the airport and saw a
lot of people smiling at me. I was standing there; I can’t
remember what I thought about.
N.S: But you knew that you were going to be involved
in teaching dance…
S.B: That I didn’t know. Nobody told me that I was going
to teach dance. I thought I was going to perform. He
didn’t tell me I was going to teach here, but I knew that
he ran a school. I thought he would teach and I would
just have to be his wife and maybe perform, something
like that.
N.S: When you were growing up and up to the point of
your marriage, was performing your aspiration?
S.B: Actually I didn’t have any aspiration. I didn’t learn
dance because I loved it. That was not my passion or
anything. I learnt it because my parents wanted me to
learn dance and music. So I learnt dance. Like going to
school, this also was part of life. When master used to
take dancers to perform in temples, I used to go, perform
and come back. I didn’t have that feeling of “Oh, I have to
perform.”
N.S: But what you were doing up to the point of
marriage was learning and performing?
S.B: Learning and performing, ya. That’s all. In Madras
also I studied Bharatanatyam under Ganesham Pillai
vadyar. I didn’t perform (on stage) in Madras but I
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performed in his home. Whenever another master came,
like Ramaih Pillai sir or Dandayudapani Pillai sir, they
visited my master. He would ask me to perform in front
of them. So I used to do that. I was not shy or anything. I
never wondered why everyone was asking me to dance.
N.S: But even at that point you were not very excited
about dance?
S.B: No, I never got excited. Even when I learnt padams
from Mylapore Gowri Amma, I never knew that she was
such a great artist. After coming to Singapore and reading
some magazines, only in the 70s and 80s, I realised I
learnt padams from Mylapore Gowri Amma who was a
great artist.
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N.S: So when do you think you started getting excited,
or would you say you’ve never been excited?
S.B: I never got excited I suppose! (laughter) I do
get excited when I see my students dancing on
stage. Actually that moment is very very exciting…
arangetrams, performances. When I am watching them
on stage, there is a thrill and excitement.

N.S: So until the 80s, what did you feel about the work
you were doing?
S.B: I felt I was obeying somebody’s orders and just
doing work which would bring money to us so that the
family could be happy. So it was more on bread and
butter issues rather than creativity, inspiration and all
those things.

N.S: How did you feel about not performing anymore?
Was it a decision that you took?
S.B: I never liked performing actually. That’s another
thing! I thought, “let the costume and jewellery go on to
somebody else’s body, not mine.”

N.S: So what is it that changed in the 80s?
S.B: I myself do not know. Maybe it’s that I started
meditating. I learnt meditation from Maharshi Mahesh
Yogi for the first time so that opened me up. I didn’t even
know such a thing existed - to meditate and be to myself.
I could be alone and think of a lot of things. And of course
we had classes in Narayana Gurukulam. That was in the
50s. It could have started from there I suppose. Narayana
Gurukulam classes did open up a lot to me because
before that I didn’t know what spiritualism and religion
was. I was a Hindu but I didn’t know why I prayed to all
the gods. Nobody taught me why we had so many gods
and why we needed to pray to all the different gods. And
for what? For gaining something in your life? More than
that, to know what it was all about- that thinking came
from Narayana Gurukulam. Swamiji used to come there
– Nitya Chaitanya Yati. I used to go and sit there. He
would talk about Narayana Guru’s teachings. It didn’t hit
me at that time what he was talking about. It took some
time for me to understand what it was about. Through
Mahesh Yogis’s Transcendental Meditation, I started
meditating and then a Mataji came and stayed with me.
All that changed my attitude towards life. I began to
understand a lot of things at that time, like why I am
teaching dance. My destiny is that.

N.S: Do you think that freed you and took you into
choreography?
S.B: Ya, ya, I think mentally I got this freedom – I
didn’t have to perform anymore. I didn’t have to stand
in front of this audience. I don’t know why I used to
feel very embarrassed standing there in costume and
moving in front of a lot of people. For me, it was a very
embarrassing moment. Maybe that could have been my
decision.
N.S: But if you were to perform now, would you still
feel that embarrassment?
S.B: I don’t want to perform something like
Bharatanatyam. But something like I did with you in
Radha Now, sitting there like a mentor or Tree, I don’t
mind doing that.
N.S: Was it the costume that bothered you? Did it make
you feel like an object?
S.B: It could have been the costume, make-up and
jewellery. I never enjoyed that. Ya, I felt like an object,
everyone looking at me. But it is okay when my students
are performing. I like to see that. But personally, I feel
that I don’t want to be that object on stage. Something
bothers me. I don’t know what it is.
N.S: But you don’t feel that your students are bothered
by that?
S.B: No, and that doesn’t bother me too. When I see them
decked in costume, doing their arangetram and enjoying
that, I feel very happy looking at them. But if I put myself
into that picture I feel very embarrassed. I don’t know
why it is like that. I can’t explain that feeling.
N.S: How would you describe your journey - from
the time you arrived in Singapore to developing the
institution to what it is today?
S.B: It was a very slow development I should say. A lot
of people helped me, even to create. I don’t think I even
knew that I was creating at that time. That realisation
came much much later I think. Not in the 50s, 60s or 70s.
Only in the 80s and 90s I felt I was creating something
from nothing; some idea would come and I would
develop that idea. I didn’t know what choreography was
all about. I did it by making mistakes and I learnt from
my mistakes.
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N.S: Before that did you ever feel to urge to run away
from dance?
S.B: If at all I felt it, I thought I couldn’t do it because
my children were growing. A lot of the time Uncle (Mr.
Bhaskar) went away, leaving me alone with kids. He went
to meditate. He wanted to learn to meditate, to become
a meditation teacher. He forgot about dance. He thought
since I was there, he didn’t have to be there. I was taking
care of classes, performances, everything, and he went
to Switzerland to learn meditation, become a meditation
teacher and come back. So he went happily there for a
few months, in the 80s. We were in Moulmein Road at
that time.
N.S: How did you manage the administrative side in his
absence?
S.B: It wasn’t like this at that time. It was run by only
both of us. In the 80s classes were in National Theatre
plus Moulmein Road also. That was the time you were all
very young and learning.
N.S: In your mind then, it wasn’t really an institution?
S.B: No, just a class. To teach, make money, so we could
eat.
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N.S: When did it become an institution? In your mind
…
S.B: Actually coming here to Stamford Arts Centre. Then
only I thought, “Oh okay, we have a school” because we
started to have other things like music. Although Aunty
Radha, my sister, was teaching music at National Theatre,
but even then I never thought of it as an institution. I
thought of it as my school. Me and my students, that’s all.
I didn’t have anything else like running around collecting
fees and there was no one there to ask me questions like,
“Where did the money go?” I would collect fees from
you, spend it on my family, that’s all. Here, now it is not
like that. Then, it was my own space. There was nobody
to bother me. I think that was very nice.
N.S: It is interesting how physical space is an important
factor in feeling the existence of an institution. In the
70s, we were part of Bhaskar’s Academy of Dance…
S.B: We didn’t have the space like what we have now,
so we had so much of freedom to do anything that
we wanted. My growth was because of that. I had the
freedom to do anything I liked. There was nobody to
criticise anything. I had to criticise myself. If something
didn’t work I had to say, “Okay, maybe I should do it
another way.” I really enjoyed that freedom. After the 80s
it slowly began to change. After National Theatre, for one
year we were at Telok Ayer. From there we came here.
Slowly the freedom was disappearing.
N.S: Did you feel bogged down with institutional
details?
S.B: Ya, and certificates to the students, collecting fees
from parents – we were accountable for all that. If you
don’t teach a class they come and question you. Actually
when I was teaching I didn’t have a problem, even after
coming here. When we had more people coming to help
me out with the classes then we had to pay them. Then
the problems started, you see. Then you’re responsible for
so many people, their bread and butter.
N.S: How many people would you say are teaching now
at the institution?
S.B: For dance I think we have more than 9 or 10 teachers.
Some have been trained by me. Some are full timers and
others work part time. For music it is about the same –
about 11 teachers I think.
N.S: Did you ever see it growing to this?
S.B: Never. I never thought that. Maybe its like when
you have a lot of products to sell, and when you have a
person to buy them, then you need to give them more,
right? It’s something like that. Art has become like that.
Dance and music become commodities. More requests for
it, then you give more.
N.S: Do you feel that the demand for dance and music
has gone up?
S.B: Yes, I think so. In recent years, our student intake has
been more than what we had in the 80s or 90s.
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N.S: That’s interesting, Aunty. (most of Mrs. Bhaskar’s
students address her as ‘Aunty’ or ‘Aunty B’) It means
that modernisation, Bollywood and all of that has not
affected the interest in classical art forms?
S.B: No, it hasn’t affected it, I suppose. That’s what I was
telling somebody else also yesterday. They were asking
what I thought about the fact that when you are charging
tickets for traditional arts, people don’t buy even $25
tickets; they think twice to buy it. But if it is Bollywood
or popular art – if you charge $70, or $700 or $800, people
do go, because of the big names. But they are also artists.
We cannot say that they are not artists. That popular art
form is also practiced by an artist. Why we don’t get the
audience is because we are not entertainers. They are
entertainers. So people like to go. Even I would have
liked to go and listen to Micheal Jackson if he was alive
and came here. I would have gone to see him, paying
$1000 because that was one of my dreams – to see him in
person on stage. Even when Lady Gaga came I wanted
to go and listen to her. I like to go and see them, listen to
them. So, it depends upon people’s taste right?
N.S: But what is it that you think has brought on this
increased demand? I am wondering about that.
S.B: I think that for knowledge the Indian community
will send their children to study something. I think
anything connected to music and dance, connected to
their roots and tradition, they want their children to learn
once a week. That means the parents are quite keen on
keeping the roots. They don’t want the children to go
astray. They are scared of that, you know. So they try
to channel their interests into a bit more traditional and
healthy art. I won’t say it is very healthy, but I say it’s a
healthy art to practise or learn when you are young. It can
mould a person better I suppose. I think they think that is
important. That is why the demand is there.
N.S: You have stepped back a little bit from teaching.
When did you begin to do that?
S.B: Only recently. Even now, I do teach. I take one class
- I call it the senior citizens’ class! They are my senior
students and they are all mothers. They still want me to
teach. So I do teach. And I go to Narayana mission also to
teach because I like to teach, actually. Really, even now, if
I could sit for 3 to 4 hours, I would like to teach children.
I haven’t retired from teaching or anything. Only here, I
don’t take junior classes because we have teachers to help
me out. But then also, if somebody is on leave or they are
sick, I go and take that class. I would like to sit and teach
that class, and see how they have done. It’s interesting to
see.
N.S: What do you think of the students at the institution
over the years?
S.B: They are all becoming smarter, I suppose. (laughter)
No more like those days, you know, especially the very
young generation. They are very very smart. It is difficult
even to talk to them. Just the other day, I was talking to a
little girl. They were having Sangeetha Ankuram practice.
I asked her, “What song are you singing?” She said, in
Malayalam, “I am singing ‘pashu ende paattu’.” I myself
never thought that a song could be on the cow. But she
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came up with the idea. The song is on Krishna but her
concentration was on the ‘pashu’, on the cow, not on
Krishna. I thought, “Not bad, she’s so clever.” She got
the cream of the song. Okay, the song is on Krishna, but
the cow is more important in the song. Children are very
smart.
N.S: What are the moments that you’re very proud of,
over the last many decades?
S.B: I think one proud moment was when Indian Fine
Arts Society gave me an award. They have this Kala
Ratna award. I don’t know, they have stopped it now, I
suppose.
When they called I felt very proud and happy that my
work was accepted by another Indian organisation. I felt
better than when the Singapore government gave me the
Cultural Medallion! Actually my first performance in
Singapore was also organised by Indian Fine Arts Society
at Victoria Theatre by the President then, Mr. Natarajan,
Dr. Varaprasad’s father. So I was very proud when they
honoured me. That moment when I went to stage and
collected that award, I still remember it. It was at SLF
auditorium. They had a function there. They had an altar
there at the side. I went straight to the altar. I didn’t go to
get the award first. I prayed and then came down. They
had a reading of my…. I think that was a very proud
moment. Another art organisation recognising my work.
They still had a dance department from Kalakshetra but
still they could recognise me. I thought that was a very
good honour.
N.S: Any other such moments you remember?
S.B: Of course, the Cultural Medallion. I received it at
that time from the Minister for Culture, George Yeo.
That was also a very proud moment. Then, when we
went to India to perform. We were invited by ICCR to
do Ramayana. While we were in Ayodhya performing
Ramayana, I felt so proud to be there. I didn’t perform, I
didn’t do anything. I was not even part of the orchestra
because there were enough people to do all that, so I sat
on the side stage watching. I saw so many Sitas in the
audience in Ayodhya because it was village ladies who
came to watch our Ramayanam. They all had this look of
Sita and of course, lots of saints were there, sanyasis.
N.S: That’s very very strange. I’ll tell you something
now. When I talked to Uncle, he mentioned the
Ramayana as a high point too! (laughter) That’s why I
was smiling when you brought it up. I was thinking,
“Oh, so they’re not so different after all!”
S.B: Another performance was in a place called Jhansi.
It was very cold, winter time. The same Ramayana we
performed in different places – Allahabad, then Jhansi,
Ayodhya, Bhopal and then came to Delhi and then back
to Singapore. In Jhansi, the backdrop was the palace of a
king. It was full moon night, so cold that the musicians
sat with scarves and things like that but there was a
magic in that whole Ramayanam at that time.
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N.S: Interesting that you talk of Ramayana, because
you’ve done controversial depictions of Ramayana also.
But I’m sure here you didn’t do it that way?
S.B: No, in Ayodhya we didn’t do it. Everything was
the same as the controversial Sita’s Complaint, the
choreography was the same, only the text we changed.
We made Rama into the person who has to take care of
dharma, you see. So we didn’t scold Rama at that time!
N.S: So you feel that you can view the Ramayana from
this side and that?
S.B: Ya, I think so. I could see that.
N.S: You do have that side of you that plays and
explores, but there’s also that side of you that conforms?
S.B: That’s there I suppose. Like a coin has two sides.
N.S: What would you say in the last 6 decades were
some very challenging moments? Where you felt a
sense of struggle or hurdles that you had to cross.
S.B: It was survival, I think, Nirmala. We had three
children. We needed to survive here. Many times we
thought of migrating to Australia. There was also a
chance for America. We thought Melbourne, you know.
Uncle went and stayed in Melbourne for nearly 10
months thinking that we could migrate there slowly. But
it didn’t work out because of visa problems so he came
back. I think we were still in Moulmein Road at that time.
So here we needed to survive, no?
At times we had problems to make both ends meet. That
was really a struggle at times. We didn’t have so many
students at that time and not many performances. I think
Singapore was not rich at that time too, you know. Rich
in the sense, rich for culture. To spend money for culture.
That was in the 70s and 80s when we didn’t even do
arangetrams. Funding was not there. They didn’t spend
money on art at all. Their dream/vision was that every
Singaporean needed a home and a job. They took care
of that, so that was the time that we didn’t have much
money coming into the picture. Even students were
not very rich to pay to come to dance class so we used
to charge very minimum fees for dance classes. And I
didn’t encourage any students to do arangetram too.
There was a struggle at that time, you know. And we
had to run around. At that time I used to teach at a lot of
schools. Youth Festival was just picking up at that time
so I used to go to 4 or 5 schools to teach dance. In those
days they chose items for the festival so the very good
ones would go into the opening and closing nights. The
others would go into the other nights. So everyone used
to fight for opening and closing nights. They expected
all my items to go into opening or closing and that was
a kind of pressure on me. But I tried my very best. Most
of the schools did go into opening or closing, some even
travelled abroad during that period. That was so good.
Also, more people started coming here as artists teaching
dance so other organisations sprouted. They brought
in people to challenge us. More people came from
Chennai to teach dance, from Kalakshetra. That time,
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the name Kalakshetra was very popular. They thought
that we were not that up to the mark and that our
teaching was not good because we never taught theory
or slokams. That was the time that was challenging.
Survival was very important so I had to prove that I was
always correct, that I was good. Each time there was a
performance, we had to make sure we were good. Now
I think the survival is there. But that time was pretty bad
for us. That challenge of survival was difficult.
N.S: When would you say that you crossed that?
S.B: After coming to Stamford Arts Centre actually, about
18 years ago.
N.S: Your destiny changed?
S.B: Ya, correct.
N.S: If you could turn the clock back, is there anything
you would do differently? This is a very hypothetical
question but it would be interesting to know.
S.B: Maybe I wouldn’t have been in Singapore at all.
N.S: Where do you think you would have been?
S.B: I would have been in India, in Kerala. I could have
studied, become like other graduates in India. I could
have studied some subject and then become a teacher.
How do I know? I do not know.

N.S: Would you then say that life just happened on its
own?
S.B: That’s right. I was supposed to do all these things
here, I suppose. It was transformation from there into
this.
N.S: I suppose that is the secret of creativity, Aunty?
You don’t sit and plan and say “I am going to become
an artist. I am going to create these works”, but you just
flow with it?
S.B: Ya, it came just like that. I was supposed to do all
these things, meet all these people, meet people like you.
N.S: You are sitting here now at the 60th year landmark.
What would you say is your dream and vision for the
next 60 years for the institution?
S.B: For the institution, I don’t think I want to have a
dream or vision or anything. It should go with the flow.
How geographically Singapore is going to change we
have no idea. And we cannot predict anything. There’s
nothing permanent in this world. I believe very strongly
in that. What has happened, what is born, has to be
destroyed. So how do we know? I don’t want to have any
dream or vision at all. How it is going to evolve, leave it
to the nature. I believe in that. I don’t have any regret. I
don’t feel bad. If nothing happens tomorrow, if it’s not
going to work, it’s okay. Something else will come up,
that’s all.

N.S: Is that what you feel you would have liked to do?
S.B: Ya, I would have been happy I think. I’m not saying
that I’m not happy now, but that could have been my
destiny if you turn the clock back. I wanted to study
and go to college. I was in college already. So I would
have studied and enjoyed that teen life, you know, and
learn more about life, what life is all about. I never had a
chance to enjoy that teenage part of my life. I don’t know
what that feeling is like even. In my teenage years I was
already married, you know. I had to be a responsible
person and adjust with another person. At home I didn’t
have to do that when I was young. I was just in my own
world until they decided that I should get married.
N.S: When you say that you would have studied, what
do you think the subject would have been?
S.B: I liked Maths and Science .
N.S: Wow, so different!
S.B: Ya, very different. I was good in both, you see. And
I had this passion for Hindi language, more than for
Malayalam actually. I used to score very high marks in
Hindi. Nobody taught me Sanskrit but the letters were
very close so I could read Sanskrit slokams knowing
Hindi.
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Down Memory Lane

Mr. K.P. Bhaskar: My Teacher & Mentor
By Usharani Maniam
The Beginnings
My mother Mrs.Kanagapakiam was an ardent lover of
Bharatanatyam. She did not go to any school but her
inborn talent enabled her to choose appropriate songs
for us and she was able to hum the tunes. Her passion
for the art was instilled in both my sister Vijyarani and
myself. As soon as she heard that a new teacher for
Bharatanayam had arrived in Singapore, she immediately
took us to him - Mr. K.P. Bhaskar. As I was very young,
I was placed at the back of the class, to follow the elder
children. In view of my age, Mr.K.P.Bhaskar did not
charge fees for me. He was strict - no play, no excuses
for forgetting steps. He instilled in us the values of
punctuality, diligence in attending classes regularly and
ensured that the parents made time for us to practise
at home. We had practices on Saturdays and Sundays.
When he saw that we had not made any mistakes during
a particular class, his facial expressions would indicate
his approval and he never failed to communicate this to
the parents. But if we made a mistake, that was it. His
facial expression would scare the daylights out of us!

I had no clue about Bharatanatyam when my mother
took me for my first class, but my Guru, Mr. K.P. Bhaskar,
took me on this wonderful journey through this art
form and I became more enlightened with each passing
year. The journey was long and arduous but it took me
through the exploration of self to the pinnacle of glory. I
was truly beginning to enjoy and appreciate the art form.
The journey required immense dedication, discipline and
an inborn talent for the fine arts.

A New Beginning
With the sound foundation in the art form provided
by Mr. K.P. Bhaskar, I was able to embark on my career
as a teacher of Bharatanayam with confidence. I began
teaching at home and later at Community Clubs and
schools. All the time, Mr.& Mrs. K.P. Bhaskar would
always be there to provide advice and would never fail to
support dance programmes organised by my school, by
their presence and encouragement.

A New Phase
One day we heard that he was going to get married. We
were happy for him. When we saw Mrs.Santha Bhaskara small, petite and shy beauty, we immediately took a
liking to her. The classes took a more homely atmosphere.
When we had extra practices for a special performance,
parents would prepare lunch or dinner for us, so that
we would have the energy to go the extra mile. The
encouragement for dance soared as well.
At the tender age of eight, my sister and I were chosen to
accompany Mr.&Mrs. K.P. Bhaskar on a tour of Malaya to
celebrate Merdeka. While it was a great opportunity and
exposure for us, we also had a wonderful holiday. It is an
experience that is etched in my memory.
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Mr. K.P. Bhaskar’s Academy had a humble beginning.
Since the fifties, it has grown from strength to strength
mainly due to the vision and efforts of Mr. Bhaskar. The
Academy has branched into other related music fields,
including training in musical instruments and vocal.
He has been able to attract good teachers from India
to support the growing variety of options for students.
Over and above this, he has taken the Academy to
another level - the international level. The journey has
not been an easy one, but his perseverance, visionary zeal
and dedication to the arts has enabled him to achieve
these milestones. I wish him continuing success in his
endeavours to enrich the arts culture in Singapore.
Smt. Usharani Maniam
Natya Thilagam, Nritya Kala Nipuna, Natya Kalamani

Photographs courtesy Usharani Maniam
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Down Memory Lane

At National Theatre,
Public Performance 1970s

Special Thoughts –
Dedicated to
Mr & Mrs Bhaskar
By Som Said
9th Jan 2013
Bhaskar’s Arts 60th Anniversary
I was privileged to have been acquainted with Bhaskar’s
Arts Academy for many decades since my involvement
in Sriwana in 1965. It was at the Aneka Ragam Rakyat
performance that we shared the same stage together,
at the many performances and at State functions at the
Istana for visiting heads of state and dignitaries.
In the late 1960s, I was fortunate to have had the
opportunity of learning Indian dance under the tutelage
of Mrs Santa Bhaskar. It was private lessons that I went
through. As a Malay teenager with a Malay dance
background I was eager to learn more about other
cultures, including Indian culture, through dance. The
experience of learning with a great teacher, a friend and
a respectable woman, was a great journey, a memorable
moment that lives on. The knowledge of Indian dance
has helped widen my perspective of Indian dance and
culture. It also helped me with my fusion work on
Singapore Stories as well as collaborating through music
and dance for local productions and for several national
events including the Singapore Arts Festival - Maha Mela
in 2008.

Nippon Maru
Youthship Program 1980

Anunaya – The dance piece that I learnt became my
master piece for my solo performances for the Nippon
Maru Youthship programme in 1980 and also for COCI
Asean project in Jogjakarta in 1983. Anunaya travelled the
world with my Singapore works.
Today, Sri Warisan’s young team led by Adel
Dzulkarnaen Ahmad has had the honour of continuing
to work closely with Bhaskar’s Arts Academy. Our
dancers had the opportunity to attend an Indian dance
workshop at Bhaskar’s Arts Academy and our recent
overseas collaboration Tour India with the production of
Ramayana Festival in 2008.

Combined performance
- Singapore Arts Festival 2008

We are confident that Bhaskar’s Arts Academy and Sri
Warisan Som Said Performing Arts Ltd will continue
to work together to contribute to the cultural scene in
Singapore.
Happy 60th Anniversary Bhaskar’s Arts Academy!
May God bless you, Mr & Mrs Bhaskar, and thank you
for sharing your art.
Som Said (PBM. S.SN)
Founder/Artistic Director
Sri Warisan Som Said Performing Arts Ltd
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Indian Dance Workshop conducted
by Neewin Hershall
at Bhaskar’s Arts Academy 2010
Photographs courtesy Som Said
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Down Memory Lane

Chalangai Pooja

Reminiscences

By Bhanumathi Krishnan
Dance classes started for me & my sister under Bhaskar’s
Academy of Dance at the prison club in Johor Bahru in
Jalan Gertak Merah.
As school weekends back in the 60’s were on Friday &
Saturday; we had dance classes on Friday evenings and
Saturday mornings. Aunty B (Santha Bhaskar) taught
us on Friday, where we learnt new items whereas Uncle
drilled us in yoga exercises and adavus on Saturday
mornings.
When we had programmes, we had to come up with our
own costumes and there was not at that time much scope
for coordination of colours or jewelleries. Whatever we
could afford was acceptable.
When Uncle and Aunty were not able to continue classes
in Johor Bahru, my sister and I travelled to Singapore
National Theatre Club to continue our dance classes,
where Bhaskar’s Academy was holding classes. We
joined vocal classes with Aunty Radha and I took up
veena classes as well. The weekend was a joy for both
me and my sister. We took the bus into Singapore and
another bus to National Theatre. The National Theatre
canteen currypuffs were delicious, a must-eat every week.
Another must for us was Yaohan at Plaza Singapura.
We both had good opportunities to participate in shows
and dance dramas.When it became too late to travel
back after a show, I used to stay at Aunty and Uncle’s
home first in Moulmein Road and later at And Mo Kio.
My morning milo was made by Uncle during my stays.
My sister Thila continued her classes with Aunty at the
Singapore University where Aunty B held classes.

Bhanu & Nirmala in ‘Shiva
Parvathi’ (Brunei)

In 1981 our arangetram was held at the Victoria Theatre.
A true joy for my parents.
Some of the dance items still fresh in mind, taught by
Aunty were:
• Pooja Dance
• Dance of Indra
• Chanchala
• Ulagam pugalum
• Paal kadal Azhaimele
• Muthamizh Solaiyile
• Thaye yashoda
• Vattammitta Pottazhagan
Pranaams to the Gurus. Uncle who strived and is still
actively promoting the arts and Aunty, my mentor, guru,
friend and mother. A sharing personality with a broad
vision. Thou shall forever be in my heart.
Bhanu
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Bhanu and Thila

Nostalgia!
Photographs courtesy Bhanumathi Krishnan
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From Dance Class to
Dressing Rooms
By Mrina Avadhani

Aunty and Uncle B were so much a part of my growing
years. It was like being part of a large and affectionate
extended family, and I remember with fondness how
Uncle B would run out to get dinner for us as we did our
homework in the dressing room while waiting for our
turn to perform. In those days, there wasn’t a huge staff
to deal with everything and parents often chipped in to
provide snacks for rehearsals and sew costumes. Uncle
B even drove us home when performances ended late!
Those drives were wonderful opportunities to review the
performance and have a good laugh over some of our
little blunders.

Sadinchene – Meena, Nirmala,
Mrina & Shyamala

Aunty B was often our confidant. As we spent so much
time together practising and rehearsing, intense emotions
often came to the fore with total and spontaneous
honesty. She opened our minds to creative expression
with her bold experiments with choreography and
music. She was, and still is far ahead of her time. If I
have one regret, it is that we didn’t have the technology
and the foresight to make good recordings of some of
her groundbreaking works that I feel so blessed and
honoured to have been a part of.
Aunty B was an amazing teacher - I truly enjoyed all
those classes because she empowered us by enabling us
to become part of the creative process. We were able to
share our input in terms of ragas, steps, how an emotion
was to be portrayed - all this meant that we internalised
what we were doing instead of mechanically reproducing
it. There was never any rigid hierarchy and what
emerged was love, fondness, affection, regard and respect
for my teacher, aunty and friend.

Shobha & Radha
Mrina & Nirmala

Mrina
Aunty giving us pre-performance instructions
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Photographs courtesy Mrina Avadhani
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Born in a home of Dance
By Meenakshy Bhaskar

I was born to passionate, accomplished and loving
artistes as their youngest child and only daughter. This
is my first great blessing. By the time I was two, my
father was bestowed the highest honour any person in
Singapore could be given - the Pingat Jasa Gemilang.

Meena & Mrina - Sita & Rama

Ours was not a normal childhood, but I would only figure
it out later in my mid teen years. It could never be, with
such spectacular, hardworking parents, energetic and
loving parents, parents who worked afternoon, evenings
and nights, and what seemed like every weekend. Our
parents taught us many things. And we, as children
never really realised what entered our psyche: honesty,
sincerity, work ethics, and sticking to your idealsfollowing what you truly believe in at your very core, to
be right. Most important of all these was respect for the
art and what all of that responsibility entailed. All this we
imbibed, from the example of their actions, not words.
My personal memories of my parents, my mentors, my
teachers and my loves; such vivid memories they are,
right down to the sky blue mosaic tiled floor the girls
danced on, the orange/red cushioned settee where
waiting parents sat, patiently or impatiently watching
their children master the steps, the way the sun shone
through the ornate grilled windows and right down to
the smell of sweat and effort that permeated through the
walls, the halls and into our bedrooms on the weekends.
I recall watching the expressions of parents, some of
whom were more immersed in the reading material they
brought, some far away in their thoughts. There were
some who were in the present. These were the ones who
caught my attention most often. I would watch their
facial expressions shift from sheer pride to grimaces at
steps misinterpreted, and then on to stifled giggles at the
sometimes comical versions of their children. Extremely
entertaining! The sound of the Kattai would jolt me back
to the dance class and all that was going on in that room.
I do not remember any formal start to my career in
dance. My start was more accidental. Amma had lost the
domestic help she needed. I was the youngest of three.
Amma cooked, cleaned and played with us. She taught
the older kids, the teenage girls and choreographed. She
had a knack of being non-invasive and non-threatening to
the ambiguous teenager. So they related well to her. Acha
managed the parents, collected the fees, sourced out gigs
and taught the beginners. We feared our sometimes fiery
father and were always left speechless when the little kids
played, teased and joked with him. Some would even
refer to him as “Hey, Bhaskar!!!” Our jaws dropped. Little
kids loved his purposeful, melodramatic teaching style.
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My earliest memories are of me lying down or sitting on
a mat on the floor of our living room and dining room,
watching the older girls dance. I remember thinking; I
could get Amma to look at me if I danced too. And that
is how I remember wanting to start dance. Oftentimes,
the girls would forget their dance. Some would watch
me under the table, cueing them the next step because I
would be dancing too.
Some periods of our lives, it seemed like there was
always a show, every week, every day. Some were
regular gigs and others came and went. I would watch
as our home was transitioned, constantly, from living
room and dining room, to a rehearsal venue, dance class
or just a gathering place. Our ground floor apartment
on Moulmein Road was a place of many, many, fond
memories of dance, music and sweat, pain, anger, joy,
despair, frustration, and bliss. It was this same smell that
permeated our halls every weekend of our lives for a
period of 11 years. Sometimes the rehearsals would last
till the early hours of the morning. After all were fed, my
father would drive everyone home.
In addition to these classes at home, my parents drove all
the way, across the border to Johor Bahru and Malacca.
Prior to my birth, I learnt later, they used to drive all the
way to Penang. Imagine that. Just to teach!!
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An Extended Family

Many of the gigs we procured were interesting to say the
least. One such gig that I remember, because of its very
exotic setting was a Tourist show at a small kampong
(village). My parents had a long-term gig with a tour
company, which ended with a kampong style dinner
at Loyang at an Attap Hut. After the dinner the guests
would gather in front of a small stage. The performance
consisted of one dance from each community, Malay,
Chinese, and Indian that concluded in a combined
finale. I was the ‘relief” dancer, a quick substitute (I
was substitute at many shows, filling in for sick or just
absent dancers). I was excited. The dance my parents
had choreographed for this was a Shiva Parvathy. It was
a hit!! When I performed it, I was Shiva. In this dance,
Shiva and Parvathy were in a competition and Parvathy
was winning with her grace, when she loses her earrings.
Shiva picks up her earrings and places it on her ears. The
dramatic nature of the dance appealed to the audience!
We had some really interesting performances. For many
years (and I participated from the age of 11 onwards
up to my late teens), Bhaskar’s Academy of Dance was
selected for the Prime Minister’s National Day Rally
held every year at the open air National Theatre on
Clemenceau Avenue. It was landmarked with a half
moon boat, which hosted a beautiful fountain. The
camaraderie and fun we had backstage, in between
homework, make-up, hairdos and dressing up was
priceless. The 100% police check of all our belongings and
make-up essentials for the whole week of stage rehearsals
we had for our 10-15 minute portion! Each year, we learnt
a new dance/choreography for this event. Memories
of performing at the Istana for Dignitaries also come
to mind. Nelson Rockerfeller, Helmut Schmidt, and so
many others come to mind. I also remember when Queen
Elizabeth of England visited with her son and daughter.
There was a welcome parade and we danced in front of
the City Steps. There was one particular performance
when we danced on French War Ship.
I was blessed in many other ways too. One day, as a 7 or
8 year old, I was playing at our Moulmein Road residence
parking lot. A huge tour bus arrived parked up in the
middle. Curiosity aroused, I walked over to the bus.
The door opened and a lady clad in a sari walked down
and with a very strong British/Indian accent, she asked
me where the Bhaskar’s residence was. I was stumped.
I ran over to our house and informed my parents we
had a visitor. Soon, the whole busload of people was
at our house. I later learnt that this was Mdm. Rukmini
Arundale of Kalakshetra who visited us at our humble
home with her dance troupe.
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There is so much I recall. It’s extremely uncanny because
these memories are clear as day and very vivid, like
they were just yesterday. How did almost 50 years pass
by so quickly? I recall an organisation that my parents
started. It was called Bharatha Natyam Association.
Under that umbrella, my parents put up many creative
performances. Folk dances such as India, Artist’s Dream,
Ramayana, Shakuntala, with soulful, wonderful dancers
like, Usha Rani Maniam, Kala Vadivelu, Shanti Rati,
Shoba Dharan, Prema Arasu, Punithavathy, Satya Pillai,
Padmini Subramaniam. I looked up to all these Akkas.
I secretly longed to dance like all of them and with all
of them. In addition to performances, Bharatha Natyam
Association also brought dancers for workshops. The one
that opened up my eyes to how much I loved dance was
with Kumari Kamala, at that time, my Amma’s favorite
dancer. She was a soulful, graceful Bharathanatyam
exponent who was actually a child prodigy. The
workshop was open to all students. I learnt a lot from
these workshops. We had several folk dance workshops,
Balinese dance, Javanese dance, and Chinese Scarf dance.
My parents were also leaders in cross-cultural and
collaborative work, even before they coined the term.
They delved in this way before I was a figment of their
imagination, in the 1950’s. That continued with more
collaborative performances throughout the years, and
contemporary choreography in the mid-1980’s, (full
length shows such as Moods, Contemporary Night, etc.) I
remember some of the dances, especially Morning Love,
choreographed to Ravi Shankar’s music of the same
name. Very lilting, pleasing to the eye and poignant.
I would like at this point to add how much my
parents have enriched my life with all the wonderful
collaborations and exchanges they had with other artists
and dancers/choreographers. Madam Goh Lay Kuan,
Madam Wong Oei Chen, and so many other prominent
dancers who paved the way for the present generation
with all their hard work shared and exchanged with my
parents. They all learnt Bharatanatyam under my parents’
guidance.
They are definitely memories I will treasure for all my
life.
Meena’s birthday

Photographs courtesy Mrina Avadhani
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My Nrityalaya
Experience
By Ambujah Thiru

I became a part of the Nrityalaya family almost 25 years
ago. It didn’t take me long to settle in because dance
had now become a big part of my life despite having
only taken it up a few years earlier. As time progressed,
volunteering and teaching classes seemed like the
obvious thing to do, because Nrityalaya became my
second home. I can honestly say the selfless teaching that
is provided at Nrityalaya even till today is something that
is rare and we are all so blessed to have experienced it.
Over the years, without my realising it, I had grown as a
dancer: from a junior dancer, to a graduate and now as a
Company Core Dancer. I am ever grateful that somehow
it was predestined for me to be moulded by the best Guru
– Aunty Bhaskar. And till today this has not ended – I
am still learning and she remains a constant source of
strength and inspiration to me.
As a dance teacher and choreographer I was one of the
lucky few who was trained directly by Aunty Bhaskar.
Sitting through her classes and watching her teach and
choreograph helped me realise that this was what I
wanted to do; this would make my life complete.
As a dancer, teacher and choreographer, I am who I am
today because of Aunty Bhaskar.
Ambujah
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Events 2012
January 2012

April 2012

13 - Sri Thyagaraja Aradhana – Music Show at NAS
by Nrityalaya Teachers and Students

21 & 22 - Balanrityam & Ilayarnatanam at NAFA

19 - China Society Annual function – Dance
Performance by Bhaskar’s Arts Academy –Lotus
Dance– choreographed by Santha Bhaskar

February 2012

May 2012
12 - Bharatanatyam Arangetram by Hemalatha at
UCC
24 - Asean Festival - live Orchestra and Dance

3 - AEP KATHAKALI- The Story Of Singapore at
CHIJ Secondary School

31 - JTB Show at NAS

8 - AEP Bharatanatyam Show at Simei ITE East

June 2012

11 - JTB Show at NAS

2 - Bharatanatyam Arangetram by Arulusha at UCC

16, 17 & 18 - Kumar’s Amazing Raze at Esplande
18 - Kathak Performance by Pallavi at NUS, a
charity event by SIET

July 2012

22 - AEP Kathakali at National Junior College, Story
of Mahabharatha, Narakasuravadham.

11 - AEP Bharatanatyam at ACS Primary School

3 - AEP Kathakali –West Grove Primary School

24 & 25 - Prachodana - Solo Bharatanatyam
performance by Shivashini Kummar at Substation

17 - AEP Kathakali- Cerita Singapura at Assumption
English School

27, 28 & 29 - Kathakali workshop at NAS for NIE
students

19 - AEP Rhythmic Experience at Hong Wen School

March 2012

21 & 22 CHAKRA- The Philosophies of Vivekanada : An
Interpretation through Dance at NAFA

7, 8 & 9 - JTB Shows at NAS
10, 16 & 17 - Kathakali at Raffles City organised by
NAC
March 31 and April 1 Infinite Saree – An experimental Therukoothu
Production in collaboration with Biological Arts
Theatre at Goodman Arts Centre
March 31 & April 1 - Washer Women Dance at
Asian Civilisationa Museum

20 - AEP Five Elements Of Indian Music at Hai Sing
Catholic School

24 - AEP Kathakali at Ngee Ann Secondary School

August 2012
4 - Sacred Angkor - Bharatanatyam performance
by Roshni Pillai Kesavan and Neewin Hershall at
LaSalle
8 - Kathakali- Lady Spider at NAS Dance Studio for
National Library Board
11 - Bharatanatyam Arangetram by Sunitha Nair at
UCC
19 - Manjari at NAS Dance Studio
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Events 2012
September 2012

November 2012

1 & 2 - Sangita Ankuram at NAFA

5 - AEP Many Splendours of Indian Dance
Casuarina Primary School

4 - Kathakali workshop at Green Ridge School
Sep 11 to Oct 3 - Kathakali workshop at LaSalle
13 - Kathakali Rukmini Swayamvaram at Sri
Krishnan temple
14 - Kathakali Workshop at Green Ridge School
17 & 18 - AEP Ethinic Melody & Contemporary
Indian Music at Fuchuan Primary School
25 - AEP Ethinic Melody & Contemporary Indian
Music at Pei Hwa Secondary School
30 - Sampoorna Ramayanam at NAFA

6 - AEP Kathakali - The Story Of Deepavali at
Greendale Primary School
12 - AEP Kathakali - The Story Of Deepavali at
Beacon Primary School
25 - Manjari at NAS Black Box

December 2012
1 & 2 - Nalanda as part of Kala Utsavam at
Esplanade
15 - Solo Kathak & Mohiniattam performance by
Angelina at the Substation

October 2012
10 - Rhythmic Experience at Temasek Junior College
14 - King Lear – Kathakali Production at Goodman
Arts Centre
18 - AEP Kathakali- The Story Of Deepavali at
Beatty Secondary School
18 - AEP Bharatanatyam- for students of Woodlands
Secondary School at NAS Dance Studio
19 - Bharatanatyam Performance by students at
Senpagavinayagar Temple
22 - Navarathri Celebrations - Bharatanatyam
performance at NAS Black Box
23 - Navarathri Celebrations – Carnatic Vocal
Performance at NAS Black Box
27 - Therukoothu– Hanuman Thoodu (Arts For All NAC) at Ang Mo Kio Library
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Events 2013
FEBRUARY 2013
2&3
“AUNUBHAV”
at the SUBSTATION

APRIL 2013
13
“Xpressions” – A MUSICAL AND DANCE SHOW at the ESPLANADE CONCERT HALL

JULY 2013
27 & 28
“CAN ASIAN COLLABORATION”
at NAFA LEE FOUNDATION THEATRE

SEPTEMBER 2013
27, 28 & 29
SANGITA ANKURAM
at NAFA LEE FOUNDATION THEATRE.

OCTOBER 2013
25, 26 & 27
RASA & DHWANI
at ESPLANADE THEATRE STUDIO
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Nrityalaya Aesthetics Society
#01-01 Stamford Arts Centre 155 Waterloo Street Singapore 187962
Tel: +65 6336 6537 Fax: +65 6334 0326 Email: nas@pacific.net.sg Website: www.nas.org.sg
Art Gallery and Office: 19, Kerbau Road Singapore 219158
Tel: +65 6336 6537/ +65 6396 4523 Fax: +65 6334 0326 Email: nas@pacific.net.sg
To make a donation to bhaskars arts academy please visit our website: www.bhaskarsartsacademy.org
Overseas Branches
2764, Hawk Landings Court, Placerville, CA 95667, USA Tel: +1(916)337 4834
Shwimmbadstrasse 3, 79100 Freiburg, Germany
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